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BOX COOLER RENEWAL TREATMENT
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GRIT BLAST TREATMENT

COATING
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protect the box cooler against the corrosive effects
of seawater.

When your box cooler is fouled by marine growth (built-up algae or barnacles, for example),
this ultimately affects its cooling capacity. CP Heat Exchanger Technologies developed a
program to renew your box cooler and restore its performance. Within this program the box
cooler will be treated with a special cleaning method, a grit blast treatment and multiple layers
of coating will be applied. Optionally we can overhaul your box cooler or perform repairs.
This renewal program ensures a complete restore of the cooling capacity and bring your box
cooler back to its maximum performance.

ULTIMATE PROTECTION: PHENOL COATING & ANTI-FOULING
Within the box cooler performance plan the cooler will be treated with three layers of phenol
coating. This coating protects the cooler against corrosion. Additional, an extra layer of antifouling can be applied. The antifouling coating minimizes accretation of marine organisms
and is therefore perfectly suitable for vessels that sail in shallow, warm waters at lower speeds.
A combination of both type of coatings will give your cooler the ultimate protection.

MAINTENANCE & REPAIR
If desired, we can also overhaul your box cooler.
The following works will be performed:
• disassembly, cleaning and assembly of covers
• installation of new gaskets
• replacement of nuts and bolts
• application of a new coat of paint to the covers
• threading and wire-brushing of tube plates
• pressure testing
Additional we can also replace damaged tubes (retubing).
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